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IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and

NEWSLETTER POLICY
This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.

let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for
images for “The Funnies” which are drawn from the internet
and are, with our apologies, original source unknown. Should
we, inadvertently, have infringed your copyright please accept
our apologies, let us know and we will publish an appropriate
acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

3 months!) on the grounds that it ‘broke their rules’ and the
only reasons I can figure out are that :-

……and so we start our sixth year of this Newsletter. Not at
all bad for something that was launched as an experiment to
see if there was likely to be anything of an up-take amongst

a) we’re not actually selling anything …… the Newsletter is
free!
b) the Admins for the site will not accept ads for
‘downloadable .pdf documents’

Club members……all 34 of them.

If anyone can come up with any bright ideas as to how we
might get round this, I’d love to hear from you. There are,

Little did we know how it would grow!

currently, 60+ disappointed readers in the USA!
We now have 234 regular subscribers and almost as many
again who download the Newsletter from Facebook and a
variety of other social media outlets…..with a surprising
percentage of those downloading from outside the UK and

Having said all the above, I have to thank Kevin Macomber
(himself one of the admins for ‘0n30 Market Place’) for his
kind support and for his efforts on our behalf to try to place
the ads. Some of you may have seen a post of thanks on my

from the USA in particular.

own Facebook page and a recommendation to visit Kevin’s
The increased numbers of downloads from the USA is almost
wholly in response to adverts placed on ‘0n30 Market Place’.
The reason our Newsletter ads were placed on this site is
because there are many British modellers and a significant

business website at the Narrow Gauge Modeling Company
(http://www.narrowgaugemodeling.com) ….. it really is a ‘gold
mine’ for all those accessories that are so hard to find in the
UK and he specialises in 0n18, 0n2, 0n30 and 0n3.

number of UK ex-pats in the USA who visit it through their
interest in 0n30 in particular and narrow gauge railways in
general. Many American railroad modellers who model in
0n30 also have a general interest in British, European and
American narrow gauge railways which are all frequently
featured in these pages and this month is no exception (see

I’m not often given to such blatant promotion of a website in
these editorials but, perhaps, this gives you some measure of
the level of support Kevin so readily gave. I’ve checked out
the website myself and, under ‘normal circumstances’, would
have no problem recommending a visit anyway.

page 12). It was something of a win-win for all concerned and
we (temporarily) gained some significant interest amongst

Mmmmm. It’s been some time since I last had a gripe on this
page and even longer since I’ve been able to thank someone

our close cousins across the water.

personally for their help and support.
Unfortunately our ad for June’s issue was rejected for
inclusion on the page (it had been accepted for the previous

Perhaps you could help by posting something on ‘0n30
Market Place’ - I certainly will be doing so!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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GERMANY HERE WE COME - Pt 3, DORTMUND
Mike Hebblethwaite
additional photos by Neil Fraser and Shaun Horrocks

I hope you’ve had the chance to try rhubarb trifle since last
month’s instalment!

After a fairly leisurely breakfast, packing of bags and
checking out of our MacDreams hotel in Wuppertal, we were
collected by Udo at the appointed hour (1030 hrs!) and
headed off to Dortmund. It proved to be a relatively quick and
effortless journey until we got tangled up with the traffic

Hall 3B at the Messe Westfalenhalle - not the biggest by a long way!

headed into and out of the show, but even that delay was not
too long.

We arrived at our hotel (Tryp Dortmund Hotel), checked in,
dumped luggage in our rooms and decided to walk to the
show’s venue - allegedly a 30 minute walk, but in reality
nearer 50 minutes, and in searing 30+ degree temperatures!

We’d planned to spend our first afternoon at the
“Intermodellbau 2018” - an amazing exhibition of model
making and trade fair with a multitude of associated hobbies which was held in the “Messe Westfalenhalle Exhibition
The Stirmouth and Southern Railroad Company - a very good 0n30 layout

Model railways weren’t the only hobby represented, of

Centre” simply to find our way around this huge 10 exhibition
hall centre. It’s as well we did. It’s vast!

Two halls (each easily as big as the hall used at the NEC by
Warley!) were dedicated to model railways. There were
surprisingly few layouts (perhaps 20 - 25 in all) but, literally,
hundreds of trade stands. Continental manufacturers and

An excellent working HO model of a naval dockyard - complete with
working tug boats! How many tons of water??

traders were there in abundance, but the UK was also

course. There were model boats, sailing ships, cars, trucks,

represented by the likes of Peco, Hornby, Bachmann UK, and

r/c car racing, model 4x4 and a.w.d. drive car and truck ‘off

several others.
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road’ courses, r/c tanks, model r/c ships and aircraft
(including flying displays with some aircraft having wingspans
of more that 2 metres!), model helicopters and helicopter

Our hotel from the bus stop. How convenient!

Time to unpack, freshen up, try (?) a couple beers, eat, try a
couple more beers, then bed. We were all surprisingly tired!
Trucks moved in and out of this fully operational container facility with its
working gantry and rail feeder system!

racing, hovercraft and even a ‘robot wars’ display…….and
that is not a complete list by any means!

One afternoon was nothing like long enough to see it all!
Fortunately we had planned to spend the whole of the next
day there.

Borussia Dortmund’s stadium is next door to the Messe Westfalenhalle

Breakfast was relatively leisurely and was a pretty good
‘buffet’ style offering which set us up well for the morning

Not our tram, unfortunately, but at least we didn’t have to wait very long!

Time to leave the exhibition and return to our hotel with a
unanimous decision ……. there was no way we were going
to walk! Luckily, there was a tram stop reasonably close to
the Westfalenhalle with a tram conveniently linked to a bus
service that dropped us outside our hotel. It was just as well.
The temperature was still well above 30C!
Day 2’s visit begins
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ahead. Our return to the Westfalenhalle and the

Back to the show on something of a ‘high’!

Intermodellbau 2018 was comfortably accomplished by bus
and tram and we arrived shortly after 1000 hrs when the
show opened.

The whole day was spent exploring all 10 halls and we all
picked up several ‘alternative’ ideas from other hobbies. They
all use gadgets, materials and equipment that are rarely, if
ever, associated with railway modelling but are, nonetheless,
extremely useful!

We also managed to spend a little time with members of
Udo’s club (we’d met them in Wuppertal) who were there with
their model railway/trade stand. Their HOm layout seemed to
perform faultlessly and there was certainly interest being
shown in members’ products. They, at least, seemed to be
having a ‘successful’ show.

Part of our reason for wanting to go to Dortmund, aside from
seeing this excellent exhibition/trade fair, was try to get an
invitation for us to participate directly next year with
‘Purgatory Peak’. The ‘Intermodellbau’ attracts some 88,000
visitors (granted, not all interested in model railways) which
would represent by far the biggest potential audience we
have ever experienced with our model railway….. we’ve been
to Alexandra Palace, the NEC, Houton (Utrecht), Bremen,

Want to move some snow? No problem. We can do it ……
well, in model form, at least!

Orleans, but certainly nothing on this scale!
OK! So it’s not really snow, but you get the drift (mmm, sorry).
Armed with our ‘PP’ brochure and with Udo’s invaluable help,

They really were quite impressive!

we managed to meet with Herr Ebe (the head honcho!) and
‘presented’ our case. His (what appeared to us!) somewhat
cursory look at our documentation did not seem to bode well
until Udo explained that Herr Ebe had seen enough to offer
us an invitation! ……. subject, that is, to cost. Never judge on
appearances!!

‘PP’ is, as many of you will know, not a small layout, but it
does pack into a 12ft x 5ft trailer ….. just! Towed by
‘Bertha’ (and carrying 4 operators, their luggage and all our
locos and stock!), the ferry crossing from Hull to Europoort is
the cheapest option with, hopefully, Udo + A.N.Other from,
possibly amongst his many friends in Germany, completing
the necessary team. We wait to see, with fingers crossed, if
this is acceptable.
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So was the “off road” section! The course must have involved

builders art. It’s a city hall on the approaches to an equally

50 tons of soil just to build it!!

well built terminus station.

Railways were not forgotten and there were some seriously
good examples of model engineering with this, as yet
unfinished, Gauge 1 Union Pacific ‘Challenger’ taking its
place amongst the best. Of course there were model railways
with this fine example of a steel works ….. very dark, dirty

The quieter, more rural aspects of railway modelling were
also well represented as the scene above shows.

It simply is not possible to do justice to this exhibition in one,
relatively short article. It really has to be seen to be fully
appreciated ……. and, if you are ever in the Dortmund area,
you’ll need a couple of days to see it all. It will be time well
spent!
and not a little foreboding - and this beautiful example of the
They say a picture is worth a thousand words …… check out
the links at the end of this article. They’ve got to be worth
several articles!!

We finally dragged ourselves away from the show around
1830hrs and returned to the hotel for a well earned beer or
two (??) and a meal. The beer was very welcome, but the
meal? Speedy was not how you might describe their service!
Come to think of it, ‘slow’ doesn’t entirely fit the bill either! In
total, we waited for one hour and forty minutes between
ordering our meals and their finally arriving! Not good. Not
good at all. The excuse was that it was a busy night and they
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only had one guy on duty as waiter. He also doubled as

inadequate somehow …….. maybe we’ll get our own back

bartender! The poor guy was doing his best, but it was

the next time he visits us!

obvious that he was getting pretty ‘frazzled’ by the pressure
he was under. For us, it was a disappointing end to a great

The flight home was uneventful, smooth and surprisingly

day. For the Tryp hotel it was a good day …. lots of (dis-

quick given that we were flown home in an aircraft fitted with

satisfied) customers and minimal outlay in wages! On the

propellors!

plus side, the food was reasonably good.
At Manchester Airport, Shaun and I said farewell to Neil,
The last morning followed the buffet breakfast, pack bags

boarded the park and ride bus and made our way to ‘Bertha’

and check out routine with, apparently, no problems and we

for our final leg of the journey home.

duly set off for Wuppertal. We were able to meet up with
Ingrid and Udo’s Kurdish adopted family once again, take the

Looking for the parking (release) token in my UK wallet I

pictures we’d completely forgotten to take of them earlier in

discovered, to my horror, that £230 was missing! It had been

the week (!) and, once again, say our thank yous for their

in my wallet when we arrived in Dortmund and was checked

amazing hospitality.

again on the second morning of the show…I’d set the cash
aside for any possible purchases at the show. The wallet had
been kept in the front compartment of my small rucksack
along with an assortment of camera batteries, paperwork
connected with our trip, toiletries and a host of other bits and
pieces. At no time during our stay in Dortmund was the bag
left unattended except during meal times at the Tryp hotel
where it was ‘locked’ in the room shared by Udo and myself.

The cash was not kept in the usual ‘notes’ section (though
there was around £50 in there), but had been folded and

We had a final visit to make in Wuppertal, namely the

placed in a small pocket behind one of the card sections. The

Mungsten Viaduct (see June issue), and then climb into

notes were not easily visible and they were quite tightly

Udo’s car for our last trip with him to the airport in Dusseldorf.

‘wedged’ behind the cards.

We said our farewells, but the thanks for all his help, his (and

Whoever had taken the money had the time to search the

his family’s) hospitality and his great company seemed

rucksack, remove the wallet, look through the wallet,
’discover’ and remove the £230 without disturbing anything
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else and, finally, replace the wallet into the rucksack. To all

And without Udo at the Intermodellbau, would we have been

intents and purposes, at first glance, all would appear to have

able to meet Herr Ebe? Who knows? His help was,

been in order.

undoubtedly, a major factor in bringing about that meeting
and its outcome.

This is not the action of any opportunistic pickpocket. This is
a deliberate and calculated action by someone who knows

Shall we four be ‘teaming up’ again? Of that I have no doubt.

they have time on their side and have even returned the
wallet, with nothing else disturbed, to delay the realisation

Watch this space, as they say……

that the theft has taken place. The cynic in me says that this
was probably not their first time!

p.s. Both the Tryp Hotel in Dortmund and the Melia Group will
be receiving an appropriate extract from this article as they

I reported the incident to the hotel when I got home but, apart

refused to publish my ‘feedback’ on my stay in their hotel!

from a cursory questioning of staff with access to the room
(who, not surprisingly, knew nothing), nothing else was
forthcoming. Indifference on their part would be an

DORTMUND INTERMODELLBAU - 2018

understatement. No advice was given, for example, as to

Mike Hebblethwaite

how to report the matter to the local police and their
communications with me could, at best, be described as

Check out these links for the show …….. they are worth the

‘dismissive’.

thousands of words and dozens of photos that there simply
wasn’t room to include in the article above.

As part of the highly respected Melia group of hotels, I would
have expected a far more concerned and professional
response.

They showed not the slightest concern for the lack of security
their rooms offer their guests and their attitude toward me
could only be read as, “Well, what did you expect?”

Couple this with the appalling service at our meal on our
final evening (service the evening before had been slow
and barely acceptable) and I would have no hesitation in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=i7Bx0Q1WvK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j7gNxoPPtkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xIaGDFqhGg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-RWriNaZc

recommending that everyone avoids using this
hotel….reasonably priced and comfortable though it may
have been.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WHQ4PG_nRVM

However, I am not going to let the Tryp hotel and its failings
spoil what had been a thoroughly enjoyable trip to Germany.
It was an ‘action packed’ week with so many interesting
highlights.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QggMEeZ8QY

Joining up with Udo at Wuppertal gave us an opportunity to
see Wuppertal through his eyes and it was plainly obvious to
Neil, Shaun and I that he was immensely proud of his town.
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TRACK - MONEY SAVING TIPS

If you use any of these sites, set your bid limit. Do

Mike Hebblethwaite

not get drawn into ‘bidding wars’ or you’ll end up
paying far more than you need to. Patience is a

Are you thinking of building a new layout? Maybe extending

virtue, they say, and it will certainly save you money.

an existing one? If you are doing either and are thinking of

Bear in mind that you will be ‘buying blind’. Check the

using ‘set track’ from one of the major manufacturers

returns policy in the event of track being sold in

(Hornby, Peco, etc), then here are some great ways to save

damaged or poor condition.

money by using secondhand track rather than new. You

4) Charity shops

could save anywhere between 50 and 80% of the cost of new

It’s not often that you see model railway items in

track!

charity shops - they do have problems checking that

1) Family and friends.

they are in working condition and often know too little

Let it be known around your family, friends and work

about them to risk selling them. However, if you let it

colleagues that you are interested in model railways

be known to the manager/manageress that you

and are looking for track in particular (though

would be interested in anything donated to them,

anything would be of interest). You might be

then you could be on a winner. Whole layouts are

pleasantly surprised at the number of ‘closet railway

occasionally donated! Don’t forget to leave your

modellers’ who no longer have any use for their old

contact details!!

layouts (kids grown up, down-sized house too small,

5) Your local model railway club

etc) and would be glad of the opportunity for their

If your local club holds an annual show and runs a

model railway items to find a ‘good home’

secondhand stall then, maybe, they have

2) Car boot sales and flea markets
Avoid the traders who, by and large, know the value

secondhand items ‘in stock’. Always worth asking!
6) You local model shop

of what they’re selling and are there to make a profit,

They often have secondhand track available….. at a

but you can find find some real bargains amongst the

price. As with all traders, they are there to make a

‘private sellers’

profit but they are knowledgable enough to give

3) The internet (Ebay, Gumtree, etc)

sound advice about your purchases.
Good luck with your bargain hunting.

STEALTH TRAINS??
Alek Adamski
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ROUNDY-ROUND

capacity in the station for this move to take place. Someone

Tony Hallatt

applied some lateral thought: the loco and coaches
discharged passengers as usual, then set off empty to Soho,

Tail-chasers!

Perry Bar and Duddeston before arriving back into New
Street. There it had to run round, though there were reports

A term of contempt as some modellers see it, yet the real

of some workings running round the train then operating

railway does use circles of track to turn trains round. Even

empty the other way round the circle so the train could leave

today, most long-distance trains have first class at the

for Paddington as soon as it was loaded. As far as I know

London end and it can cause delays if the train is in what’s

there were no other trains doing this complete circle, which

called ‘reverse formation’. How? Well when the train arrives

incidentally, was an enormous challenge for enthusiasts to

the wrong way round, the passengers begin the trek to their

see if they could get on. I’m saying no more about that!

part of the train and the one-minute stop becomes
extended….at every stop! Of course, a complete circle is not

LUL’s Circle Line is a circle, though nowadays all trains do

the answer to this problem, they just want the train to face

not keep doing the loop but head out of London after each

the other direction, so places like Newcastle and Edinburgh

complete circuit. Glasgow has two services it calls Circles:

are ideal.

the Cathcart and Hamilton circles. These are not really circles
for each train leaving Glasgow Central has to reverse out of

The place where running trains in circles is a fine art is

the station when it returns to its start, so that is a balloon

Birmingham, though as far as I know none has run

loop, much like the Kingston services from Waterloo.

continuously in circles- that accolade goes to Glasgow,
where the Underground had two parallel circuits without any

I suspect there are plenty of other main-line trains going

points. The trains could only run in circles and had to be lifted

‘roundy-round’. Can any readers suggest any?

off the track by cranes for maintenance. See, there is a
prototype for the hand in the sky! When last modernised, the
Subway had points put in and a slope created so trains could
run into their own depot. But during the day trains still go
round and round and….

So, the layout on which trains go round and round is not a
fiction and reality is much stranger. In the 1970s the
Paddington to Birmingham New Street expresses were in the

New Street Station - off peak. A surprisingly quiet interlude

hands if Classes 47 and 50. Off-peak, usually the engine
would uncouple and run round its train ready for the return
trip, but at busy times of day there simply was not the
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25 YEARS OF “POLLO“
Dominic Emery

The Lindenberg- Mesendorf Museum Railway, better known
under its nickname “Pollo“ runs between the villages
mentioned above and was once part of a 102km long
collection of 750mm (29.5 inch) gauge lines that had been
built between 1897 and 1912. These lines extended in all
directions to various towns that were connected to normal
gauge tracks and the outside world. We are in the Prignitz
area of the state of Brandenburg, lying north easterly from
Berlin heading towards Hamburg. The area has never had a
large population and nowadays even less being mainly
agricultural in nature with very large fields of different crops
and patches of woodland. The rural nature of the area meant
there weren't any main roads to transport produce or local
people in or out of the area. The towns of Perleberg,
Pritzwalk and Kyritz were the joined with the lines with
Lindenberg being the middle point of the spider's web. The
route from Lindenberg to Pritzwalk opened in summer 1908
and lasted until the 31.5.1969 when buses took over from
steam and the Weimar rail buses. It is part of this route that
has, over the last 25 years, been re-opened with a length of
9km.

The line is relatively flat with only shallow cuttings or low
embankments and no steep gradients. There are lots of
places where the trains can be filmed or photos taken with no
security fences in the way (a noticeable feature, or lack of, on
German railways!).
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Even though I had seen some flyers advertising the line in
the past, it was the one for the 25th anniversary that caught
my eye at a local model railway exhibition. With the promise
of hourly steam trains that changed engines regularly, I
thought it was time to pay a visit, give my motorbike a run out
and try out my new camera before flying over to the Isle of
Man. What I did not know at the time was that all three steam
engines in use were visiting from other railways. The
preservation society’s own engine (99 4644) is in the back of
the two track engine shed at Mesendorf where there is also a
water crane and primitive coaling facilities.

I got there too late for the train I was planning to catch after
taking a wrong turn, but it did gave me time to take photos of
the shed, diesels and the interesting rolling stock, including a

and relax watching the engine off the last train being
serviced.

I bought tickets for two return trips and took my place in one
milk van and a wagon that had been built to carry transporter

of the coaches, all of which were different and connected with

wagon coupling bars that are kept in the two sidings next to

an overhead brake line (see photo above). Our train had

the short platform. Quite a lot of the original freight rolling

three bogie coaches, a 4 wheel luggage van and a 4 wheel

stock has survived in part due being sold off to local farmers

combined post and luggage van.

as sheds. I also had time to sit down, get something to eat
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Bruenkendorf station

blocking the road and the loop point. It gave me the chance
to take a couple of photos of the other train before we
passed. There is a siding here with two standard gauge 4wheeled wagons on transporter wagons, these are added to
trains that are specially run for paying photographers. Still
they are nice to see standing in the siding.

The station building was built by the society members basing
it on the original building. We crossed the first tarred road at
Vettin (7,8km) request stop where one of the ticket inspectors
The overhead brake-line can be clearly seen over the open vestibule of the
carriage

The other train in use had an open coach and an open
wagon with a Prussian Artillery Section on board complete
with cannon! There were also an open wagon and van on the
end of the train. A group of ‘re-enactors’ were having their
Spring tent camp in Lindenberg over the weekend of 5th and
6th May.

got off the train to protect the train crossing. Here, the
corrugated iron building was built in 2011 again copying the
original. From here we take a right curve around the outskirts
of the village and carry on straight ahead to reach
Lindenberg. We passed a home signal and the run round
loop before entering the platform at Lindenberg where we all
had to leave the train so that the engine could run round.
There is a narrow gauge railway museum here with a loop of

Leaving on time, we turned our first curve and ran parallel to
the B170 road that runs South from Pritzwalk. On turning
away from the road, we pass the first request stop at
Klenzenhof (1,7 km) and then pass the fields of rapeseed
and other crops. What I did notice was that there were a lot
raised shooting positions for hunters and I later saw a deer
galloping across one of the fields. After 4 kilometres we
approached Bruenkendorf , stopped and the driver sounded
the whistle and waited for the answering whistle from the
train standing in the passing loop. After the answering whistle
we carried on crossing a road (track) being protected by two
men dressed up as Volkspolizei ( East German Police) with
the cars to match! Here we pulled into the short platform

field railway, 500mm (19.68 inch) gauge track where a small
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diesel with wagons was giving rides. There was also a typical

be found by “www.pollo.de" but only in german as are the

car boot sale with stands and refreshments.

web sites from the supporting railways.

On going back to the “station” the train was ready to go and
off we went in the opposite direction. We pulled into the loop
at Bruenkendorf and waited for the next train from
Lindenberg. After the other train had passed, we carried on to
Lindenberg where our engine was taken off and went on
shed and the loco that had its tender filled took over for the
next train. With a different engine on the front the journey
was just as interesting. As our train arrived back at
Mesendorf the engine shunted one of the luggage vans into
the siding and a small diesel shunter added a coach to the

For more information, please visit (sorry, all in German) :“www.pressnitztalbahn.de"
"www.ruegensche-baederbahn.de"
“www.bergwerksbahn.de"

Videos of the railway can be viewed at:“https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A--AaAtYsBI"
“https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yDAnyowtWk"
train for the next day. All this meant that the brake line had to

Editor’s note

be taken off which involved climbing onto the roofs of the
coaches. As everything calmed down, it was time to make my
way back to Berlin and home. The diesels V10 101 and V10
102, both built in 1961, are used for the trains when normal
services are run or when there is a danger of the woods
catching fire.

It had been a wonderful day out and perfect motorbike
weather. The three steam engines had been loaned from the
Friends of the Ruegensche BaederBahn (Ruegen Island

Dominic, as ever, has provided me with far more
photographs than I could use in this article ….. I could quite
easily have filled several more pages! If anyone would like
more photos, then please contact me and I will forward your
request to Dominic.

Anyone modelling H0e or H0m, I am sure, would find them
more than useful.

Railway supporters) No. 99 4652, The Mansfelder
Bergwerksbahn (Mansfelder Mine Works Railway) No. 20
renumbered as 99 1401 and the Pressnitztalbahn No. 99
4511, all completely different from each other, giving the
photographers plenty to see.

If anyone would like more photos of the locos or the rolling
stock please let me know via the editor. More information can
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PROBLEM PAGE?
I’ve seen some ingenious methods involving drop down lids
The Editor

that cover the layout, but all of them require a degree of
woodworking skill that most of us, quite simply, do not

I’m wondering if anyone can help me with a problem that I
have? I’ve got a reasonably large layout in my cellar with

possess and, unless you have access to some cheap
materials, can be expensive to build.

some hard to reach places. My problem is keeping the track
clean.

A very simple and cost effective solution that I came across
many years ago was to use cheap, plain, spring operated

There is no damp in my cellar, but my layout seems to suffer
quite badly from gathering dust which seems to form a kind
of gunk on the rails usually if I haven’t run the layout for some
time.

roller blinds! These were simply screwed to the wall at the
back of the layout and hooked on to a supporting frame at
the front! To tackle the ‘stretch’ to reach the blind when it was
rolled up, the owner simply had a stick with a hook on the
end! He did point out to me, though, that he hoovered the

Is there anything I can do?

blinds before he rolled them back otherwise the dust on the
blinds would have ended up on his layout! When I saw this

Hope you can help

for the first time, the layout had not been used for some
weeks, yet was almost dust free!

Regards
It’s not just cellars that have this problem. Lofts can also be
J.K.

fairly ‘dirty’ places, especially if the roof has not been
underpinned. If you can see the underside of the slates or
tiles, then you will, almost certainly, have a ‘dust infiltration’

Hi John,

problem. If you have an old chimney (especially if it’s still in
use) in the loft space, you are also likely to find sooty

Where to begin?

deposits something of a feature! So, the first thing to do,
perhaps, is to protect your layout ….

Although cellars often offer great space, they can (and do)
have problems all of their own! Have you ever lifted an old
carpet and been amazed at the amount of dust and grime
that you find underneath? Well, that’s nothing compared to
what you’ll find has worked its way beneath the floorboards!!
All that dust collects in the space between the floor and the
ceiling below - in this case the cellar ceiling. As you walk
across the floor, you cause vibration which encourages that

As for the ‘dirt’ on your track, generally speaking there is
nothing better at keeping it at bay than running your trains
regularly. I know that this is not always possible with all the
other 1,001 things that we have to do. There are many ways
to clean your track when it is dirty and it’s also possible to
keep those ‘hard to reach’ places clean by using track
cleaning wagons.

dust to move and, if it can find a way through the ceiling, it
will! More than likely that’s where your dust is coming from
and, generally speaking, the older the house the worse the
problem is likely to be. If it’s an old house, the chances are
that the dust will contain a fair percentage of soot from the
original coal fires and that may well be responsible for the
‘gunk’ that accumulates on your rails and especially if the
cellar had its own fireplace.

So, how do you ‘protect’ your layout from this dust?

There’s not really the space here to answer your question
about cleaning track but the Newsletter did carry a
comprehensive article on the subject in the August 2017
issue. This issue is still available for you to download from
Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s website
(‘macclesfieldmrg.org.uk') which I hope will answer your
question about keeping trackwork clean.

Let us know how you get on.
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HOW ABOUT THESE FOR ‘NOSE JOBS’?
Alek Adamski

OOPS!
17

CORE77 SUPERTRAIN

This train made its first appearance on February 7th, 1979

Mike Hebblethwaite

and began its shuttle service between those two great cities.
Of course, just like the ‘Orient Express’, there were many

Two photos sent to me by Alek Adamski grabbed my

incidents involving hitmen, jewel thieves, heiresses and even

attention as soon as I saw them. Not only did this train seem

a Presidential candidate murdered by his twin brother who

to run on a ridiculously broad gauge track, but the train

then went on to assume his identity and try to convince his

seemed to be dwarfed by the ordinary humans it was

deceased brother’s wife that he really was ……… oh, you get

supposed to carry. They are photos of the ‘Core 77

the drift. Sounds about as exciting as watching sandwiches

Supertrain’ and, no, me neither!

dry out and curl!

After only 9 episodes, the powers that be at NBC television
pulled the plug on this entirely fictitious train …. the whole

series had been as much of a crash as the one that wrecked
a $250,000 model of the train itself on an outdoor set! The
‘show’ even made TV Guide’s “50 worst shows of all time”
list. NBC had, reportedly, spent around $5 million on the

As the name implies, this is a ‘supertrain’ capable of speeds
of 190 m.p.h. (306 km.p.h) achieved, thanks to its nuclear
power, on its journey between New York and Los Angeles.
Thanks to its super wide body it was able to boast, amongst
many other luxurious features, a swimming pool, a
discotheque, a shopping centre and a movie theatre. It also

models and sets alone for this series which, though it meant

boasted an on-board Social Director with similar

a huge financial boost for a host of model makers, left the

responsibilities as those aboard cruise ships.

viewing audience cold.

With me so far?

1979 was not a great year for American ‘supertrains’!
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OVER TO YOU

Mike
You wanted to know more
about the bus you saw in
Bala.
Its history is included below.
(Delaine is a sixth
generation family business
still running bus services from Bourne in Lincolnshire).
Routemaster Buses was a Crewe based bus operator which
went bust in 2016, so RM 2059 would have been sold.
However, whether it has been sold on to someone nearer
Bala or the final entry is incorrect - I know not.
It does seem to be a long way from home if it now lives in
Cambridge!

5/67 N into store
7/67 N ..and out
12/67 N to Aldenham repaint, and return
1968 N
from last bodyswap with B1929: Leyland engine
1/82 with Leyland engine
1/84 with Leyland engine
1/85 with Leyland engine
2/86 CF w/d from service: Leyland engine
5/87 bought by Southampton Citybus, #413
10/89 sold to Amex Trading (Buxton)
9/92 bought for preservation (Shortlands)
5/93 on long term loan to Delaine (Bourne) - Delaine livery
8/93 at The Delaine Running Day: Peterborough service
1999 active preservation
repainted red, white roundel
5/07 at Llandudno Festival
9/07 used on 9,15 Heritage Running Day
*/08 at Crewe Heritage Centre: operated for Routemaster Travel
9/16 bought for preservation: Mr R.Duker, Little Paxton,
Cambridgeshire
Hi Peter
Thanks for the info ..... it's more than I was able to find after a

Hope this helps.

30 minute trawl through t'interweb!

Regards
I'm impressed with your response .... at least I know that
someone reads the Newsletter!

Peter Nash
RM2059 ALM 59B new: 2/5RM9, AEC AV690
10/64 new to Aldenham
11/64 TH stored
11/64 N into service on 137
65-6 N

Hope all's well with you
Again, my thanks
Mike

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

YO22 5LF
01947 899125

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

“www.themodelcentre.com"

“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

CW5 7LG

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

01270 842400

01625 511646

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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GLOSSOP AND DISTRICT MODEL RAILWAY

run-round and engine shed and extended fiddle yard (14’ x

CLUB

18”).

Hi,

Glossop and District Model Railway Club are selling one of
their ’00’ club layouts.

The layout was subsequently made circular with a further
fiddle yard at the rear (16’ x 6’).

The two additional scenic boards were not fully completed
but included a turntable, factory unit, signal box.

The layout named Middleton is no particulars period or

The trackwork is OO Peco Code 75

region and the original 2 boards were extended to include a
The overall dimensions are:
End to end with 3 fully scenic boards for layout 14’ x 18”
Circular 16’ x 6’ with 14’ x 3’ central operator space.

The layout comes with trestles and legs etc but no electrics.

There is a wiring schedule available if required.

The layout is presently in storage so the dimensions and
photographs are based on what we currently have to hand
including a number of photographs have been attached.

We are asking £200 ono, buyer collect.

Please contact me if anymore details are required.

Regards,

Simon Cullen
If you are at all interested in this model railway or would like more
information, please e-mail me and I will pass it on to Simon - Ed
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THE LAST WORD ….. IN THE WORLD OF HIGH

of electricity! Oh, and that does not include the ‘anti writer’s

END PUBLISHING!

block serum’ which comes in at around £1.12 per can!!

Mike Hebblethwaite
If you think that the Editor gets a ‘placement fee’ from Greene
I’ve been asked several times over the course of the last
couple of months what our Newsletter publishing house is
like. What office facilities do we have and how do we
maintain our global communications?

Time for the guided tour!

King for their Abbot Ale, all I can say is, “I wish!” ….. that
would run completely counter to the Newsletter’s policy of ‘no
advertising’ …. I merely include it for its purely medicinal
qualities!

There is an office coffee machine which, though a little
antequated, serves its purpose but is, maybe, a little more

Yep! It’s a shot of your editor as he tries to look as though he knows
what he’s doing with this issue! You can even see this article reflected
in his glasses ……. how up-to-date is our news??

‘hands on’ than most office dwellers are accustomed to.
Making a decent latte can be a seriously messy exercise!!

OK. So the photo above has a couple of clues in the
background that, just maybe, this is not your typical multimillion pound office suite ….. not many feature bread bins
and electricity/gas ‘smart meters’ though the CO regularly
asks me what it costs to produce this Newsletter. Now I can
tell her …. a couple of sandwiches and about 15 pence worth

And so to our ‘international hub’ which consists of one iMac
desk top computer and an iPhone. We can communicate with
the world either through t’interweb or person to person via
the magic of the telephone (either standard calls or via
Facetime and other social media connections). The world
really is becoming a very small place! Our only limit is with
our service providers ……. sometimes only 4G (very slow) or
3G (very, very slow) when the internet is not available. And
there’s me thinking that 3 or 4G was what I pulled when I hit
the brakes in ‘Bertha’ for a full emergency stop!! Come to
think about it, 3 or 4G is a bit like applying the brakes (as far
as the computer and phone are concerned) and definitely
slows things down somewhat!

It’s not beer - it’s ‘anti writers’ block serum’!!

And finally we have the editing and publishing suite.
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MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone

07761 122126

The news desk, international communications hub, editing suite and
publishing desk.

It’s one and the same place as the ‘international hub’ and,
you’ve guessed it, is staffed by the same person sat on the

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

same seat as all the other staff and has all the same facilities

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

available……. at least I don’t have to share the kettle! And
that’s why your Newsletter is free. We keep overheads to a
minimum …… we’re even limited to one stool and one kettle.
Oh, the sacrifices we make on your behalf!

Would I swap it for a palatial, modern office bursting at the
seams with all the latest technology and the staff to cope with

07761 122126
Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

it? A 9 to 5 routine and no beer fridge? No way!!

The Newsletter makes no apology for being a ‘kitchen
sink’ (it’s less than 10ft from where I sit!) publication that is

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model Railway
Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link above.

produced at home for you at home. Would you want to
change that for a

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

shiny office and the
commercial

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

pressures that

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member reps

Colin Moores

would bring?

Who would guess
that such an
unassuming
facade could

Tony Hallatt

house such a

Steve Nixon

publishing empire?
Gerry Ogden
Newsletter Editor

Mike Hebblethwaite
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